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Abstract: This research work contributes a system for 

heterogeneeous medical image retrieval usi ing Multi-trend 
structure descriptor (MTSD) and fuzzy support vector machine 
(FSVM) classifier. The MTSD encodes the local level structure in 
the form of trends for color, shape and texture information of 
medical images. Experimental results demonstrate that t the fusion 
of MTSD and FSVM significantly increases the retrieval precis iion 
for heterogeneeous medical image dataset. The simplest 
Manhattan di istance is incorporated for measuring the similarity. 
The feasibility of thee proposeed system is extensively experimented 
on benchmark da ataset and the experimental study clearly 
demonstrated that proposed fusion of MTSD with Fuzzy SVM 
gives significantly superior average retrieval precision. 

Keywords : Multi-Trend Structure descriptor, Manhattan 
similarity measure, Local structure, Fuzzy Support Vector 
Machine. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   In the domain of medicine, enormous volume, more 

complex, numeral diversity and ever increasing image 
datasets are generated by the hospitals using various medical 
imaging devices succh as CT, MRI, X-Ray, PET, SPECT, 
PEM and US. The medical image provides an understanding 
and visual facts of various diseases which assist the 
physicians in clinical findings, understanding the minute 
variations in various stages of diseases, treatment planning, 
etc. Thus, many techniques havee been suggested and 
advanced in the passt in order to o address the problems with 
manual analysis of medical images. 

   For instance, the knowledge encoded in the form of 
lexicons, thesaur ri and ontologies were used in [1]. In [2], 
gray level co-occurreence matrix based 11 texture featurres are 
computed from the region off interest (ROI) which iis a normal 
or abnormal regions of an image a nnd the significance of each 
computed texture featurre is computed using the e multivariate 
T test and is normalized for image retrieval. The center 
symmetric locaal binary pattern is introduced in [3] and it uses 
the gray level co-occurrrence matrix for computing the 
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co-occurerence of pixel pairs inn local pattern map in differ rent 
directions and di istances and the authors reveled that 
co-occurrence off pixel pairs is more significant than the 
frequency details of local patter rn map for OASIS MRI, 
texture and face datasets. Kumar and Singh suggested a 
retrieval systeem for hepatobiliary images in [4] and it 
combinely uses SIFT (scale invar iiant feature transform), 
Hu-moments and gray level co-occurr rence matrix to exactly 
retrieve the images of various diseases of liver and bili iary 
system. Wei et al., [5] suggested a novel meth ood to measure 
the simillarity of lung nodules in CT iimages in which 
semantic relevance between query and target ROI is 
measured first then visual similarity is measured between 
query and retrieved ROI, and the approach is named as 
two-step CBIR system. To confirm the effective performance 
of novel similarity approach, the authors used three 
categories off texture features in [5]. In [6], biomedical image 
retrievval using directional binary wavelet patterns are 
presented for MRI aand CT images and is extracted fro om the 
binary wavelet transformed sub-bands of 8-bit graay scale 
image.  

   Murala and wu [7] introduced a method called local 
mesh patterns for CT and MRI image retrieval which 
computes the relationship bet tween the surround iing neighbors 
forr a given pixel rather than the relationship betwe een the 
referenced pixeel and its surround iing neighbors as that of 
local binary pattern. A local ternary co-occurrrence pattern is 
preesented in [8] which compute the co-occurerence of similar 
ternary edgees computed from the gray valuees of center p iixel 
and its surroounding neighbors for biome edical image retrrieval. 
Dubeey et al., described local wa avelet pattern for CT i image 
retrieval that computes the relationship b eetween the 
neighboring local wavelet decomposed values and 
transformed center pixel values [9]. Deep convolutional 
neeural networks and Fast Fourier Transform is combinely 
suggested for radiology and endoscopy image retrieval in 
[10]. Contribution of deep learrning methods for the domain 
of medical imaage analysis and the difficulties in deep 
learrning methods is discussed in [11]. Noowakova et al., 
introduced a fuzzy sys stem for mammogram image retrieval 
usiing vector quantization wi tth fuzzy signatures and fuzzy 
S-trees [12]. In [13], a retrieval syste em for liver CT imaages is 
presentted in which a new term similarity measure is 
suggested for reducing the semantic ga ap by considering the 
both automatically predicted ontological terms and image 
based content. Hsu et al., presented web based spi ine X-ray 
imagge retrieval in [14] and is 
extended to analysis the cervical 
images also.  
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A multi-tiered imaage retrieval system fo or microscopic 
imaages is presented by Akakin et al., in [15]. Lan et al., [16] 
introduced a histogram off compressed scattering coeffi icients 
for image retrieeval in whiich the scattering coefficients are 
computed from the scattering transform then from the 
computed compressed scattering coefficients, histogram of 
bag-of-words is constructed. Thus, their approach [16] 
utilizes the advantages off scattering coefficients and 
bag-of-words for medical iimage retrieval. Too reduce thee 
semantic gap, a new simi ilarity method called 
context-sensitive simiilarity measure is prop oosed in [17] for 
lung CT image ret trieval which uses the shortest pa tth 
algorithm over thee weighted graph too measure the both 
semantic and visual similarities.  

   Image retrieval systeem for heterogeneo ous medical 
images is proposed i in [18] by combining the color 
autocorrelogram, micro-textures and enhanced edge 
orientation autocorrelogram features, computed using a 
framewo rrk based on Fulll range Autoregressive mod del and it 
is reported that it is superior in efficiency because of 
comprising color, texture, shape and its spatial information at 
both local annd global level. Akgül et al., [19] described that 
the varied, rich and subtle information in the radiology 
images increases difficulty in retrieval and also reported that 
the advantages off semantics are not yet fully employed. 
Kumar et al., [20] studied the chall eenges of medical imaage 
retrieval in the view of retrieval of two and three o rr more 
dimensional images, using the non-image data for medical 
iimage retrieval, retrieving the images of various modality 
and diverse datasets.  Accordingly, we suggested a system for 
retrieving medical images using the multi-trend structure 
descriptor (MTSD) and fuzzy k-nearest neighbor’s classifier 

[21].  
   Though many advances in different perspectives 

achieved in CBMIR, permeation of aforementioned systems 
has beeen limited [22-24] in accuracy due to o the complication 
in differentiation of medical images. Thus far, there is aa need 
for finding a more effective and efficient meedical image 
search tool. Therefore, in thiis paaper, we attempt to present a a 
retrieval system for r heterogeneous medical images which i is 
an enhanced version of a system presented by us in [21]. The 
proposed system coomprises of MTSD, Fuzzy Support Veector 
Machine (FSVM) and Maanhattan distance meeasure. The 
experimental resul tts revels that proposed combination 
significantly outperforms existing approach [21] in terms of f 
accuracy and time.  

   The rest of thee paper is organized aas follows: Inn section 
2, the methods used in proposed retrieval syystem are 
described. Section 3 describes experimental results and 
discussion. The conclusion is presented i in section 4. 

II. PROPOSED MEDICAL IIMAGE RETRIEVAL 

SYSTEM 

   In thi is section, the feature calculation using MTSD, 
classification of estimated feature vector utilizing fuzzy SVM 
classifier and the similarity and performance measures 
incorporated in thee proposed work are discussed. 

A. Feature extraction 

   The MTSD [25] is ussed to compute the loocal structure in 
the form of equal, large and small trends for color, texture 

aand shape information. In general, most of t hhe medical 
imaging devices produce gray scale images. Thus, in th ee 
proposed system, only texture a nnd shape information are 
computeed using MTSD foor gray scal le images whereas color 
information is also computed for color medical images.  

   For color medical images, an image iin RGgB color modeel 
is converted into oHSsV [25] then color quantization is 
performed as described in [25] and it results in 12, 3 and 3 
quantization levels, and texture annd shape information 
detected using Sobeel operator in V component is quanti ized 
into 20 and 9 respectively [25]. Whereas for gray sca lle 
images only teexture and shap ee information are quantized. 

   In order to compute the structures at local level in the 
form of equal, small annd largee trends along 0°, 45°,90° and 
135° orientations, image is divided into number of 3 x 3 non 
overlapping blocks. Subsequently, the 3 x 3 mask is moved 
from bottom to top and left to right direction throught the 
entire image to discover the number of f equal, small annd largee 
trends. According to Zhao et al., pixel values from small to 
large, pixel values from large to small and pixel values are 
same along 0°, 45°, 90°and 135° orientations for each non 
overlapping blocks corresponds to large, small and equal 
trends respectively [25]. In thee same manner, large, small and 
equal trends are identified for each texture and edge 
quantized values respectively. The color, edge an nd texture 
information estimated by MTSD are concatenated for 
histopathological images and color information is excluded 
for gray-scale medical images where the role of color is not 
significant in distinguishing the images. Thus, the fea tture 

vector is expresssed as    
     

     
   ,    
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    in which N,            , E, S and L 

represents the number off trends, quantized color/texture/edge 
value, equal, small annd large trends respectively. Therefore, 
MTSD is feature vector o ff quantized color/texture/edge 
values versus trends. The feature matrix computed by the 
MTSD for color is depicted in Fig.1 where number of equal, 
small annd large trends for quantized colour value 0 to 108 is 
depicted. Small annd large trends along 0° and 45° and equal 
trends along 90° and135° is illustrated in Fig.2. 

B. SVM and FSVM 

   Huge varieties of images produced by various modalities 
for various parts of the body increases the complication in the 
classification of medical images. In the e literature, numerous 
techniques have beeen suggested for classification problem. 
Researchers working in this domain focused their interest and 
attention towards artificial neur aal network owing to its 
flexibility in modeling and acquiring reasonable accuracy in 
classification problems. Recently, statistical leearning theory 
based SVM has been utilized widely in various domaiins duee 
to itss high generalization abil iity and robustness too 
high-dimensional dataa[26] and is described inn this section as 
in [27, 28]. 

   Given a traininng dataset T =  where each 

inpuut feature vector , d is dimension off training 

dataset annd yi corresponds too xi‘ss class laabel and it haas only 
two vaalues, -1 orr +1.  
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If the traaining data set is lineearly separable, the hype rrplane 

is defined ass , which satisfies that

0)(  bxwy i
T

i , where w iss the weight vectoor 

orthogonal to thhe hyperplane, b is aan offset term a nnd xi is the e 
data. Thus, the proble em for the lineearly separable case couuld 
be formulated as s (1) [26, 27].  

wwT

bw 2

1
min

,
        (1) 

Subject to    

In case thee data are non-lineearly separable in tthe input 
space, thee previous analysis can be generalized by 

introducing a slacck variable  too xi, which transfers the 

optimal hypeerplane problem into (2) [26, 27] 

            (2) 

Subject too
 

and nii ,...1,0   

where the parameter C can be regarded as a regulation 
parameter that imposes a balance between the minimization 
of the error function and the maximization of the margin of f 
the optimal hyperplane. Slack variable is u ssed to measure thhe 
error in the SVM classifier. The optimization probl eem (2) can 

be solveed by introducing aa Lagrange multiplier to xiannd 

then based oon the Karush–Kuuhn–Tucker  theorem, and thee 
dual form o ff (3)could bee formulated ass iin[26, 27]
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Finally, decision functioon h(x) off SVM classifier caan be 
expressed ass  
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Though the SVM is superior in classificati ion than thee 
conventional classifiers, it is reported [26, 27] that accuracy 
attains by the SVM is not significantly better owing to o the 
outliers or noises present in training da ata and is due to 
equally treating all the trai ining data poiints which causes 
overfitting in SVM. The aforesaid problem in SVM can b ee 
addreessed by fuzzy support vect oor machine (FSVM) in 
which each d aata point is assigned with a membersh iip value 
based on its relative importance in the class and based on the 
membership value,  all the data points are correctly assigned 
different degrees of importance to their own classes 
[28]which can avoid the phenomenoon of overfitting due to 
outliers and noises [28]. If any datad point identified ass an 
outlier, it is assigned with a low membership, so its 
contribution to total error term decreases. According to 
[26-28], the fuzzy training set is defineed as 

   ,,, 1
n
iiii yx


  where i  is the membership value 

assigned to eacch data point ix
 

The FSVM fuzzifies thee penalty term in orde er to reduce 
the sensitivity off less important dat ta points [26-28] and the 
penalty terrm will be a function of membership values, and 
thus the SVM is named FSVM [26-29]. In [26-28], the 
classification problem is formuulated as  

                          (4) 

Subjecct to
 

and  

where is the membership 

Similar to SVM, the optimiza ttion problem (4) can be 

solveed by introducing a Lagrrange multiplier to cxi annd 

theen based onn the Karush–Kuuhn–Tucker  theorem, and thee 
dual form off (5.) could bee formulated as in [26-29]

 

Subject to 

                    (5) 

From the eq.(3) and (5), it is cleear that the uppeer bounds 
of Lagrangee multipliers is the only diffe erence between SVM 
and FSVM [26-28]. In FSVM, data points with the same 
value of Lagran gge multipliers may shown a different type off 

support vecto rrs in FSVM dueeu to the i  [26-29].  

C. Similarity measurement 

    Different distance measures are available in the 
literaturre for analyzing the distance betwe een two images,  
Manhattaan distancee measure is incorporated in proposed 
system duee to its less computational complexity and 
effectiveness [30].   
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Fig.1. MTSD for coloor feature 
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Fig.2. (a). Small trend along 0° (b). Large trend along 
45° (c). Equal trend along 90° (d). Equal trend along 

135° 
   Manhattan distance is also knnown as L1 distance o rr city 

block distancee and it uses the sum o ff absolute differences of 
the variables [30] and is defineed as a distance betweeen two 
points iin Euclidean space wiith 
fixed Cartesian coordi inate 
system [30].  
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The Manhaattan distance betweeen two images is defineed as 

                     (6) 

where,  and  are query and target image feature 

vectors respectively and k-size off the comb iined feature 
vector. 

D. Performance assessment 

 The precision annd recall are the meeasures used to 
measure thee performance o ff proposed system. The accuracy 
of retrieval out of top k retrieved images is computed usi ing the 
precision and accuracy with respect to total number o ff 
relevant imagees in the database is computed usiing the recall 
based oon the similarity value with que ery images. The 
precision annd recall is defined ass in [18] 

                  (7) 

                         (8) 

Where , k and n are thee number off relevant images 

retrieveed, total number off images retrieved a and total number 
off relevant images inn the databasee respectively. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

   The proposed methood is evaluated onn heteroOgeneeous 
medical iimage dataset [18] and the imagees in the datasets are 
transformed into feature vectors, and are stored in feature 
dataset. The datasets contains 83 classes of images of various 
modalities with ground truth. Totally 6400 images are 
available in the dataset. Fig.3 listed some sample images 
frrom the experimental dataset. We considered every image as 
query in the exxperiments. 

Ten-fold crosss validation is perfformed in thee propoosed 
work in which the size off each fold iis approximately equal 
and for each run of ten- folds cross validation, nine data sub 
sets are used in training and the remaini ing one is used in 
testing such that all data sub sets are used in both training and 
testing. We used average precision a nnd recall as a 
measurement to evaluate the e retrieval performance off the 
prooposed system on experimental dataset. The retrieval 
effectiveness off the proposeed method is validated using the 
proposed fusion of MTSD and FSVM and is compa rred with 
the approach suggested in [21]. It can bee seen from the results 
that thee proposed fusion of techniques attains better accuracy 
for heterogeneeous medical images due too the better 
classification performed by FSVM. Besides, we used 
Manhattan distance to measure thee similarity due too its better 
computational efficiency and effectiveness.  

The results of thee proposed and exiisting approaches are 
listed in Table.I and Fig.4 where the average p rrecision and 
average recalll for top k returned images are utilized to 
estimate thee retrieval process. As shown iin Fig.4, compared 
with our existing approach whose precision are 66.12% and 
65.87% for color and gray scale medical images respectively 
with 100 images returned, the MTSD approach has better 
performance (67.01% and 66.23%) with FSVM and 
Manhattan distance. These results clearly indicate that tthe 
proposed fusion of MTSD, FSVM and Manhattaan distance 

have superior performance for heterogeneous me edical image 
retrieval.  

    

    
Fig.3.Sample imag ses from thee experimental dataset 

 

Table I. The averagee precision annd recall of proposed 
and exissting approaches 

 

Datasets Performance MTSD with 
FSVM and 
Manhaattan 
Distance  

MTSD with 
Fuzzy 
k-NnN and 
Eucliddean 
distance 
[21] 

Color meedical 
images 

Precision 
(%) 
 

67.01 66.12 

Recall (%) 
 

08.89 09.26 

Gray-scale 
meddical images 
(only considering 
thhe texture and 
shapee details 
computed by 
MSTD) 

Precision 
(%) 
 

66.23 65.87 

Recall (%) 08.01 08.93 

 
Due too the complex structure of medical images, it is very 
challenge to clearly classify the medical images. Further, 
high timee complexity limits thee performance in largee-scale 
image retrieeval [31] and accuracy of retrieval system is also 
considerably depends on the learning ability of classifier. 
Thus, besides the roll of feature descriptor, the effectiveness 
off classifier is also very important together with the effective 
distance measure for effective image retrie eval. Inn 
consideration with that proposed system mainly focused on 
effective pre-filtering and similarity matching and is 
achieved in the proposed work by combining FSVM and 
Manhattan distance with proposed feature des scriptor, MTSD. 
 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Precision ver rsus recall graph for proposed annd 
existing approoaches [21] 
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The computational complexit iies of proposed annd existing 
[21]  
approaches are represented in Table.II and it demonstrates 
that the combined strategy attempts to reduce tthe searcch 
sspace considerably, attains fast and higher retrieval. Core i3 
processor, 4 GB RAMm and 64 bit W iindows 7 operating 
ssystem is used iin the experiimental study. 

Table II. The computation complex iity of proposed annd 
existing approaches 

Datasets Proposed 
Method-  
Computation 
time in (ms) 

Existing Method 
[21]-Compuutation 
time in (ms) 

Color mediccal 
images 

68.08 
 

60.12 

Gray-scale mediical 
images (only 
considering thee 
texture annd shape 
details compputed by 
MSTD) 

75.21 69.89 

IV. CONCLUSION 

    Classification and distance measure are essential 
components in most content based image retrieval systems. 
In thiis paaper, we proposSed aa novel approach by combining 
multi-trend structure descriptor (MTSD) with fuzzy SVM 
and Manhattan Disttance measure to improvee the retrieval 
acccuracy as well to reduce the e computational complexity of 
heterogeneous image retrieval.  The effective pre-filtering 
process by FSVM, and the simple computation cost of 
Manhattan distance significantly avoids the expensive 
computation cost in the retrieval process. From the 
experimeental results it is also found that the fusion of MTSD 
and FSVM significantly increases the retrieval pre ccision for 
heterogeneous medi ical image dataset owing to o the effective 
image representation and learning ability of f classifier. In 
future, the image representat tion ability of MTSD may be 
enhanced in ord eer to attain better r retrieval results. 
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